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SOME DEBATES IN ART AND 
MORALITY
• Is censorship of art ever justified on moral grounds?

– Does aesthetic value protect the work from moral condemnation?

• Do moral features affect artistic value, and if so, how?

– Do moral defects in an artwork make the artwork worse artistically? (e.g. 
Magic Flute)

– Can an excess of morality make an artwork worse artistically? (e.g. didactic 
or sentimental works)

– Can immoral features make an artwork better artistically? (e.g. Baudelaire’s 
Flowers of Evil, Lolita, Tarantino’s films, Grand Theft Auto)

• Can art contribute to moral understanding?



PHILOSOPHICAL POSITIONS ON ART AND 
MORALIT Y

AUTONOMISM

Art has its own domain of value (aesthetic value). Therefore, an artwork’s 
moral value is irrelevant to the work’s artistic goodness or badness.

Variants: Aestheticism, Formalism, L’art pour l’art

Historical proponents: Kant (on some readings), French Romantic / l’art pour l’art / decadent movements 
(Théophile Gautier, Charles Baudelaire…), Oscar Wilde, Clive Bell, Clement Greenberg…

In analytic philosophy: Monroe Beardsley, Malcolm Budd, Nick Zangwill, Peter Lamarque…

MORALISM

The moral value of an artwork contributes to the work’s artistic goodness 
or badness.

Historical proponents: Plato, Aristotle, Schiller, Schopenhauer,  Tolstoy, Ruskin, Marxist philosophers of art, Bertolt 
Brecht, FR Leavis

In analytic philosophy: Stanley Cavell,  Michael Tanner,  Roger Scruton, Martha Nussbaum, Noell Carroll, Berys
Gaut, Matthew Kieran…



AUTONOMISM

Art has its own domain of value 
(aesthetic value).

What is aesthetic value? (Kant)

- Experience of beauty? (cf Scruton 
2009)

- Disinterested pleasure?

- Experience valued for its own 
sake? (cf Budd 1996)

The purpose of art is to provide this kind 
of experience, not moral progress 

(nor hedonic pleasure, nor 
knowledge,….).

But why think this?
AUBREY BEARDSLEY

ILLUSTRATION FOR SALOME BY OSCAR WILDE

1920



AUTONOMISM
“There is no such thing as a moral or an immoral book. Books are well written or badly 
written. That is all.” Oscar Wilde

(cf Gaut 2007: 69-76, Carroll 2000)

Argument from incomprehensibility of ascribing moral value to art

Ethical value is irrelevant to art, because it is impossible to make sense of the idea that 
artworks have ethical value.

Ethical assessments pertain to agents rather than artworks.

Answer: There are many ways in which artworks can be ascribed moral value:

- They may express a particular moral outlook

- They may have particular (moral or immoral) consequences

Radical autonomism: No moral judgements are applicable to art.

Moderate autonomism: Moral judgements are applicable to art, but not when we 
talk about artistic value (how good an artwork something is).



FORMALISM
Aesthetic value of 
a work derives 
from the 
manipulation of 
the formal 
features of the 
work, not from its 
content or use 
value

Paul Cézanne, "Still Life with Milk Jug and Fruit," c. 1900.



FORMALISM

[On Cézanne’s contradiction between depicted depth and two-dimensional 
surface pattern]: 

“A new and powerful kind of pictorial tension was set up such as had not 
been seen in the West since the mosaic murals of fourth and fifth century 
Rome. The little overlapping rectangles of paint, […] drew the depicted 
forms toward the surface while, at the same time, the modelling and 
contouring of these forms […] pulled them back again into illusionist depth. 
The result was a never-ending vibration from front to back and back to 
front.” 

CLEMENT GREENBERG, “Cézanne and the Unity of Modern Art” (1951), 
Collected Essays vol 3, p. 86.



THE FORMALIST 
ARGUMENT
1) What is distinct about art is manipulation 

of formal features of a given medium. 

e.g. composition in photography, and 
ground-form relations in painting

themes, dramatic arc, imaginative 
treatment of characters in narrative art

the cut and pacing in a feature film

creation of tension and release in tonal 
music

2) What this process is suited for is 
provision of aesthetic experience.

3) What this is not especially suited for is 
achievement of moral progress.

4) Therefore, what makes art good as art is 
aesthetic value achieved through formal 
means (and not any moral message it 
may have).

Paul Cézanne, Mont Sainte-Victoire, 1902-04, 
oil on canvas, 73 x 91.9 cm

Cf Greenberg 1940

See also Lopes 2011; Zangwill 1999
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Vatican Museums



PROBLEM FOR AUTONOMISM: MORAL ART

Against (1) What is distinct about art is manipulation 
of formal features of a given medium. 

Existence of Moral Art

Clearly, much (most) art has other purposes than just 
manipulation of formal features. One of these is to relay 
a moral message. So, how does autonomism make sense 
of this fact?

Autonomist response 1: Distinction between ‘high 
art’ and ‘popular culture’ / ‘propaganda’. 

Problem: high art clearly also often moralises.

Dorothea Lange

Migrant Mother, Nipomo, California

1936. Gelatin silver print, 11 28.3 x 21.8 cm



1. What is distinct about art is that we value the 
intrinsic experience of it rather than its instrumental 
value. 

2. If the value of an artwork is merely its 
instrumental value (its usefulness to some end 
other than itself), then it could be replaced by 
other things.

3. Aesthetic value is an intrinsic value, whereas 
moral values in art are instrumental.

4. Therefore, only aesthetic value can be artistic 
value.

Problems: Is (1) begging the question? 
Is (3) wrong, and aesthetic value is also instrumental?

Budd 1996: Chapter 1
See also Matthew Kieran’s review of Budd 1996.

ARGUMENT FROM INTRINSIC VALUE FOR 
AUTONOMISM



MORAL (COGNITIVE) TRIVIALITY ARGUMENT
FOR AUTONOMISM

(Bolstering points 2 and 3 in the Formalist 
Argument)

Given the kind of practice that art is, it is not ideally 
suited to moral progress.

The moral truths communicated in art are trivial, or could 
be better communicated by non-artistic means.

Therefore, even if art can supply some positive moral value, 
this will never be as good as what can be achieved by 
other means. Art will always play second fiddle. 

Cf. Lamarque 2010, Stolnitz 1992



Gerard David, Mary and Child with two musical angels, 1480s



Titian, Mater Dolorosa, 1555

Maria mit dem

Schutzmantel

c. 1480 Ravensburg
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